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Abstract

This paper describes the results of testing the MSR-20 radar and provides guidance on
how this radar may be used to provide early detection and warning of approaching
intruders beyond DOE facility site boundaries.
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Executive Summary

, The addition of an early warning detection system to current DOE site security has been
suggested by security managers as a needed and valuable upgrade. This concept would increase
protection in depth, and would allow additional guard response time to intruders about to breach

• the outer security fence. Such a system may also detect terrorists with stand-off weapons, thus
providing the only warning of this kind of attack.

With these applications in mind, Sandia performed a limited test and evaluation of the Motorola
MSR-20. This portable pulsed Doppler radar was developed for the military to warn of
approaching enemy troops, especially at night. Although we found that it would detect even
single personnel at long range as advertised, it is subject to false alarms due to animals and
blowing vegetation. It is designed for operation by dedicated and trained personnel.

For application to DOE sites, a rapid and positive alarm assessment capability such as IR and
CCTV cameras must be added. This radar would seem to have its best application to isolated
sites in the western US where there is little ground cover and fiat terrain. Since it can cover
thousands of acres, there may be a high nuisance alarm rate from animals. Also, the false alarms
from blowing vegetation may cause the operator to raise the detection threshold to the point
where detection of humans is no longer probable.

Finally, this kind of radar could not be expected to provide complete coverage alone. Certain
areas, such as approaches near access roads with uncontrolled traffic, and hidden areas, such as
depressions and arroyos, will have additional, localized sensors. The terrain and ground cover
may need to be modified, the animal population controlled, and access routes revised.

Any site that is considering the use of the MSR-20 or any similar radar for early warning should
conduct a specific site systems analysis that covers all of the issues identified in this study.
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Potential Application of the Motorola MSR-20 Radar

to DOE Site Security

1 introduction

The purposeof this evaluationis to determinetheadvantagesanddisadvantagesof usingthe
Motorola MSR-20 (and perhaps other similar grcund search radars) at applicable DOE sites to
achieve the following:

• Early warning of approaching land-based intruders be/bre they arrive at an alarmed
perimeter; and early detection of land-based intruders where there is no alarmed perimeter
(e.g., NTS ground zeros). Early warning in this case implies at least 1-2 minutes of warning
time, or at least a 1-2 km detection range (whichever is greater).

• Detection of personnel who may be searching for a location from which to use a standoff weapon
against a facility.

The testing of the MSR-20 radar by Sandia for this project was necessarily limited. We could
have confirmed that this radar met its design parameters by testing it in an anechoic radar
chamber using assumed equivalent radar cross section targets that had been reduced in size to
simulate signal reduction due to range. This would tell us if the radar meets design performance
specifications, but would tell us little about its practical use.

Field testing reveals a lot about the type of real world problems that appear when using a radar in
a typical site environment. Such testing, to be truly complete and repeatable, must be done under
very controlled conditions. It is hard to control, measure, or repeat the radar signals that one
would get from the target and the background, especially with the wind blowing. If the target,
background, and wind conditions were the same between two tests, but other variables such as
the contour of the terrain and the radar location relative to the ground and nearby buildings were
different, the probability of detection may also be different. Detection performance can also vary
due to multi-path reflections or other little understood effects.

Consequently, we resorted to anecdotal testing, where we did specific testing under what
appeared to us to be typical situations and applications. The scope of this proiect precluded
identifying specific sites for the testing and application of this radar.

2 MSR-20 Description

2.1 Physical

This Motorola Surveillance Radar is a pulsed Doppler system operating in the X-band. It is a
man-portable system composed of three major components and three cables as shown in the
block diagram (Figure 1).

• the antenna-receiver-transmitter (ART), usually mounted on a tripod,

• a signal processor unit (SPU),

• a control display unit (CDU) including a liquid crystal display and a water resistant keypad.



Radar Head

Figure 1. Block Diagram of MSR-20 Radar

2.2 Electronic

2.2.1 General

The MSR-20 radar operates at a 9.46 MHz carrier frequency and a pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) of about 1800 per second. This frequency range is vet3' popular tbr ground surveillance
radars because higher frequencies result in systems that are more expensive and whose
performance is degraded by rain and fog. Lower frequencies yield unacceptably large and slow-
scanning antenna systems. Radar at this frequency does not significantly penetrate tbliage and
the signal is unaffected by fog, low clouds, or normal rain. The Doppler shift of the return signal
when detecting a moving target varies from a low audio tone (between 50 and 100 Hz) tbr a
walker to a high audio tone of several kHz for a fast vehicle. If the radar is scanning an area,
these tones will occur in short bursts, and will be modulated by the PRF of the radar. The MSR
has seven basic modes of operation as listed in the following table.

Table 1. Target Detection Modes

..... M2 ....... 1..... 2500 V near range

M3 ........ 7 ........ 800.......................... WM mld range -

.... M4 ...... 7 ...... 1000 ........... V mid range

..... M5 ............ 63..... 3_50....... WM _thrrange

M6 ......... 63 .......... 4'50 ....... V far range ........

..... M7 ...... 63.......... 200 ....... High sensitivity
................. ,,,,,,, , , ,, ,

WM = Walking Man
V = Vehicle
near range = <1 km

. mid-range = 1-3km
far range = >3 km
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Pulse compression is a technique used by many radars to transmit longer pulses (i.e., more
energy) to enhance long range detection while retaining the range resolution of the shorter, non-
encoded pulses, The MSR uses bi-phase pulse coding. At near ranges, where a strong return

, signal is expected, only a single bit is needed, but at longer ranges, either a 7 bit or 63 bit code
sequence is used, As a result, this radar obtains accurate range and velocity information from a
walking man at ranges that we tested beyond 4700 meters, _.nd vehicles considerably further, The

' actual length of these code sequences depends on the range resolution selected. For 15 meters
resolution, each code bit is 100 ns long, but 200 ns in length for 30 meters resolution.

The detection thresholds for this radar have dethult values as listed in Table !. However, after

selecting tile mode, the operator can increase or decrease the detection threshold depending on
the nuisance alarm conditions and the expected target signature. The radar does have some
automatic threshold adjustment capability to reduce excessive alarms from wind-blown
vegetation, although it is not completely efl'ective in areas with large bushes and trees moved by
wind above 10 mph or so.

2.2.2 Target Range

Range resolution is another user option. The returned signal is stored in 128 range bins, A bin
can represent either 15 meters or 30 meters depending on the range resolution selected. At 15
meters resolution, the radarwill cover a range interval of iQ20 meters. Selecting the 30 meters
resolution option produces a range interval of 3840 meters. The near range of the detection range
interval is selectable t:roma minimum of 100 meters to a maximum of 8500 meters. Selection of

the 30 meter resolution seemed to give less detection sensitivity, but we did not perform any tests
to confirm this. All of our testing was done using the 15 meter range resolution setting,

2.2.3 Target Velocity

The velocity of the target toward (or away from) the radaris determined by measuring the
Doppler shift of the radar carrier. The transmitted pulse at 9.4 GHz, when reflected off"of a
moving target, is shifted in frequency (Doppler shift). Once in the receiver, this shift in frequency
is separated from the carrier and can be heard as an audio signal. Both inphase and quadrature
phase audio signals are obtained, sampled and stored for each range interval. A digital signal
processor is used to make a complex Fast Fourier l'ranstbnn of these time signals into the
frequency domain. The frequency spectrum consists of 128 discrete frequency bins. These bins
represent 64 approaching and 64 receding target velocities. The highest velocity k;n is about 30
mph, the minimum, about .5 mph. The MSR alarms only ifa target has a radial velocity ofat
least 1.5 mph.

If a target such as a vehicle is approaching faster than 30 mph (50 km/hr), then the indicated
velocity will be less than 30. ['his results from the PRF being !789 pulses per second. These
radar pulses act to sample the Doppler signal, and, as with any sampled data system, frequencies
above the sampling rate are "folded" down and appear in the output as a lower frequency, or in

• this case, target velocity.

11
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Figure2. Velocity--FoldlngDiagram

2,2.4 Scan Coverage

The operator has the choice of three scan modes: 90°, 30°, anddwell, During normal operation,
radarreturnsare displayed on the screenwith the antenna azimuth angle displayed horizontally,
and target rangedisplayed vertically, The operatormay position a screencursorover the target
return blip in orderto display the range, azimuth and radialvelocity of the target on the screen,
and to hear the Doppleraudio through the headphones, The Doppleraudio will not be heard
unless the next returnfalls within the same rangeas the operator'scursorbox,

The operatornormally selects the 90° scan mode to give the largestcoverage, Once a possible
intruderis detected, the operatormay choose the 30° scan to get more frequentreturndata, The
antenna scans at a constant 80 persecond, so the 30° scan angle will refreshthe data threetimes
faster, while still allowing considerable cross scan tracking,In the dwell mode, the operatorwill
get a nearly continuous update on the target movement as long as the targetremains within the
antenna's beamwidth, Since cross-trackmovement cannot be detected,the operatormust take
care not to let the targetmove out of the 4,5° radarbeam,

2.2.5 Antenna

The MSR-20 comes with a slotted arrayantenna that has a horizontaland vertical beam width of
4,5°. Other beanawidths may be appropriatefor certain situations, and the prosand cons of these
are discussed extensively in Section 4.8.1 of this report,

2.2.6 Performance

Table 2 lists Motorola's performance claims for the MSR-20, The figures in this table arefor a
claimed 90% probabilityof detection in a single scan and a false alarm rate of one every 7,68

. minutes.

12
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lhe detection mode can be set ibr the distance and kind of targets expected. If, for example,
_aiking infiltrators are expected, and the nuisance alarm rate is i.-,w,then a more sensitive mode
is seleeted_ If only vehicles are to be detected, less sensitive modes are used.

lhe o_rator will normally activate the alarm beeper if he is not watching the screen. When the
alarm sounds, the operator moves the cursor box over the alarm spots on the user screen, then reads
the summan, inlbrmation display. This display provides target radial velocity, azimuth location,
and indicates whether the target i_ advancing or receding.

lhis information can be passed o, to the response team. If more information (target assessment)
is required, the radar can be put into the dwell mode and moved to the target azimuth to get better
I)oppler audio signals, range, and velocity information. If the range is within 1000-2000 meters,
the operator or a companion may use binoculars, night vision goggles, or a thermal imager to get
a Ix.uer assessment. ¢,'hi1¢the radar will continue to detect well at longer ranges, assessment will
bc limited to interpretation of the radar return signals.

2.4 Performanoe

Iht' testing done during this evaluation had two major thrusts:

1 t, confirm the advanced performance of the MSR-20, and

2 to identify those conditions that would adversely affect the usefulness of this radar in DOE
applications.

M_,torola states that this radar will detect a single walking human (1 m2 radar cross section) at 8
kin. We _vereable to confirm detection out to nearly 6 kin, and have no reason to doubt the 8 km
figure under ide,I conditions. Of course, vehicles can be detected at a greater distance. The
manuthcturer indicates that small vehicles with a 10 m 2 radar cross section (RCS) can be

detected out to 15 kin. and large vehicles with a I00 m 2 RCS can be detected out to 20 km under
ideal conditions. We did not attempt to confirm these ranges. Such ranges are not easy to confirm
in the Albuquerque area and are of little application to the normal DOE site security problem,
except possibly at NTS.

Motorola prt_ject personnel tell us that the detection algorithm in this radar is designed to
generate only one thlse alarm in 7.68 minutes. We found that nuisance alarms or other unknown
returns generally gave much higher alarm rates.

Mt_torola specifies a minimum detectable target velocity of .6m/sec, about 1.4 mph, and states
that it can detect a crawling individual at close range. We found that a walking man could be
moving at a considerable angle to the radar (60°), and still be detected, especially at the closer
ranges o1"interest (under 2 kin). This tends to support Motorola's minimum velocity specification
since a walking man ,,,,'illoften move at about 1.5 m/s (3.5 mph). At a 60° angle, the
ct_rrcsponding radial velocity is 0.75 m/s, slightly higher than the 0.6 m/s specification. We
Ibund that the lhisc alarm rate due to blowing grass and brush was acceptable when the threshold
was set to detect intruders at ranges less than 2 km, and normal wind conditions (<8-10 mph)
existed.

14



3 Testing

3.1 Test Constraints

, We found that several characteristics of this radar required us to pick the test area carefully and
to limit the test range. The radar will respond to moving vehicles at ranges closer than those
selected, apparently through double reflections to targets that are outside the area of interest. The

' worst offenders are large flat-sided metal trucks or vans. We found that if the radar is mounted
high enough, local traffic in the near foreground is not a problem.

To distinguish true alarms from nuisance alarms due to blowing grass and small game, we selected times
and areas that would minimize these effects. In our tests, moving targets located beyond the selected
range gate caused no alarms.

3.2 Test Areas

Tests were conducted at Sandia's Exterior Sensor Lab, Robotic Vehicle Range, and at the Coyote
Canyon Test area. These areas, located just south of Albuquerque on the Kirtland military
reservation, are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The Exterior Sensor Lab and Robotic Vehicle range
are on flat, grass-covered land. It is normally free of,-human activity, and an observation tower at
the RVR provides good test control. For the Coyote Canyon test area, the test range was much
smaller, a gently sloping area that has a vegetation zone transition from desert grass to a pifion
forest. The purpose of the Coyote Canyon tests were to determine radar penetration of sparse
vegetation and a denser tree line.

3.3 Test Targets

Most testing involved a single human target having a significant radial velocity (greater than
.6 m/s). Tests of vehicles invariably showed a higher return than for a single human. It became
apparent that approaching vehicles have such a large radar cross section that the detection
threshold could be raised enough to prevent nuisance alarms fi'om wind blown brush or small
game and still provide reliable target detection. For this reason, additional vehicle testing was not
included in this study.

3.4 Summary of Test Results

3.4.1 Test Series I (3900 Meters)

The first tests were run in late June with the radar mounted on the roof of the Exterior Sensor Laboratory
( 17' above the ground), and pointing across Pennsylvania Blvd. toward the NE. The target walked
radially at a range of 3.9 km with the range interval set from 2500 to 4420 meters. The target function
was set to mode 7, and range resolution to 15 meters. To cut down returns from activity in adjacent
areas, the radar was operated in the dwell mode, covering only the area shown in Figure 4. Testing
started at 6:20 in the morning in clear, calm weather. The normal threshold for this mode is 200. At this

. setting we got good detection for a walking man (WM), about 40 alarms per minute. However, we were
also getting nuisance alarms. These were not only from medium to large trucks on Pennsylvania Blvd.,
but also (we think) from side lobe and near field effects from small trucks and vans driving nearby about
100 meters away from the radar. The Pennsylvania traffic was at a range of only 1700 meters, and
should have been rejected by the selected range gate. (We have since speculated that this effect may be
due to reflections of landscape features from the moving, flat sided, trucks.)

15



' Figure 4. Exterior Sensor Lab. Range, Test Series ! & ii
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Figure 5. Robotic Vehicle Range, Test Series !!1
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As the threshold was lowered to 150 and 100 (from the normal mode 7 value of 200), the false/nuisance
alarms increased, and the number of true alarms decreased. There was no information displayed from
alarms at these thresholds. Higher thresholds (300, 400, 500), produced fewer valid detections, but did

• give valid summary data information. The number of false/nuisance alarms also fell dramatically. A
threshold setting of 400 would have been a good compromise for this situation, but could only have been
arrived at empirically. In summary, the default threshold value of 200 was found to be satisfactory, but
for this particular situation a threshold of 400 allowed for adequate detection while lowering the NAR.
Operator adjustment of the thresholds should not be expected for DOE application of this radar.

3.4.2 Test Series I1 (4600 Meters)

The next test series (early morning on July 1) was similar to the first, but the range gate was set from
4000 meters to 5920 meters. The default threshold was 200, and we again operated in mode 7. Vehicles
within 60 meters of the radar were still a problem; however, the trucks at 1700 meters gave almost no
false alarms. The walking target (at 4645 meters) gave an alarm rate of 20 per minute at the default
threshold of 200. A setting of 300 also gave good detection of a walking man and no false alarms. A
threshold of 400 gave almost no tree alarms nor any false alarms.

3.4.3 Test Series 111(2600 Meters)

For this series, we moved all of the equipment to a pair of test towers at the Sandia Robotic Vehicle
Range (see Figure 6).This gave the advantage of a "cleaner" (albeit shorter) range, higher mounting for
the radar, and the longer focal length zoom lens for the assessment cameras (see Figure 7).

The radar was mounted on the handrail of the old guard tower (right hand tower in figure 6). lest control
and alarm assessment used the thermal IR and video cameras mounted on the left hand scaflbld tower.

This range normally has no moving vehicles or personnel, and only a few animals (coyotes) during the
day. Figure 8 shows the view of this range from the radar. The visible light _d IR assessment cameras
(shown in Figure 7) had good visibility and could be panned to the radar detection azimuth.

For the next test, the range interval was set at 1000 to 2920 meters, and the target (TGT) control was set
to mode 3. Our walking man was placed at 2665 meters. Range resolution stayed at 15 meters. Because
of the lack of other range area activity, the 30 degree scan could be used in place of the dwell mode used
before.

As in the previous series, we measured the false and true alarm rate as a function of threshold value to
determine if the default value was best for this situation. We found that it was. At thresholds of 800

(default value) and 1000 we got 6-8 true alarms per minute and no false alarms. As the threshold was
increased, the true alarms decreased until there were no detections at all for a threshold of 2500. As the
threshold was decreased below 600, the false alarm rate (FAR) increased rapidly, to 7 per minute at 400.

For the next test, a walking man at 1600 meters gave 10 true alarms per minute and no false alarms were
recorded. At a threshold of 1500, there were still 6 true detections per minute, dropping to 1 per minute
at 2500. There were no false alarms until the threshold was dropped to 400. At this threshold there were

' about 7 per minute. The range interval used for this and the next test was 500 to 2420 meters.

18



Figure 6. Test Towers Used in Testing the MSR-20
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Figure 7. CCD Camera and FLIR
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Figure 8. MSR-20 Looking South from the Guard Tower--Robotic Vehicle Range
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Figure 9. Test Tower and Radar
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In the last test, the target walking at 650 meters generated about the same number of true alarms per
minute (8) at a threshold of 800. At a threshold of 1500, there were only 5 per minute, and none at all at
2500. Since all radar settings were the same as before, no new FAR data was recorded.

' The data from all three of these tests have been plotted together in Figure 10. The lower trace represents
the number of false or nuisance alarms per minute. The radar was set fbr a 30° scan angle and at ranges

, from 500 meters to 2920 meters. Note that the system was essentially free of false alarms at any
threshold over 600. The upper trace is the rate of combined true and false alarms, which is the same as
the true detection rate at thresholds over 600 under these very favorable conditions. This true detection
rate seems low until one realizes that, with a 30° scan, the radar is only "seeing" the target once every 4
seconds or 16 times per minute.

2 n mlnn llnl I ili, in nln I n i llm

lO _ m m (TrueplusFalseAlarmRate

• (False Alarm Rate Only

8 s

4

a m

2

....

0 1000 2000 3000

Threshold Setting

Figure 10. Plot of True and False Alarm Rates Vs. Threshold
(Combined Data from Tests)
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3.4.4 Test Series IV (550 Meters in Light Brush)

The purpose of this test was to determine if this radar could detect a person approaching from
behind heavy, medium, or very light brush. The test was conducted in Coyote Canyon, in early

' August, on the west side of the Manzano mountains on the Kirtland AFB reservation (see Figure
12). The radar was set up on the ground near the intersection of No Sweat Blvd. and Coyote

. Springs Road, at the mouth of Madera Canyon. The area covered had desert grass and low
cactus, with scattered tall, thin cactus (Buckhorn Cholla) for the first 600 meters. At 700 to 800
meters, dense pifion bushes grow to form an uneven tree line. The target walked in a small
elliptical circle with the major axis (1 meter) in line with the radar. This was an attempt to
simulate the small motions of a terrorist who may be setting up equipment or moving to get a
better view of his intended target (see Figure 11). When we found that an intruder moving in this
manner behind the 6' tall cholla could not be detected, the target walked a greater distance, about
6 meters, but was still not detected. One could easily see through this cactus, and an intruder
behind such a plant could easily observe his target and prepare for the launch of a stand-off
weapon undetected by this radar. Of course, we found that detection of intruders behind any of
the medium or dense bushes was not possible either. We noticed also that wind gusts estimated at
15-20 mph caused alarms from the wind-blown bushes and trees.

Figure 11. Human Target Hidden by Cactus
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When we switched to Mode 1 to increase detectability, we experienced bad nuisance alarm rates
or false alarm rates even in relatively low wind. However, this mode did allow detection out to
about 900 meters. Detection of a walker was sporadic', it was hard to tell the nuisance and false
alarms from the true alarms. When Mode 1 was used on the walker at 600 meters, we got
multiple detections, with the alarm summary indicating both approaching and receding
directions. Specifically, a single walker would be reported by the radar as 2 or 3 approaching
targets and 1 or 2 receding ones. In this mode, the threshold was 1200. We concluded that under
breezy conditions with tall vegetation, the radar may not be useful.

3.4.5 Assessment Test (Series V)

3.4.5.1 Human Intruder Assessment

For these tests, the radar was mounted on the scattbld tower as shown in Figure 9, Early morning
tests on July 2 were conducted to evaluate the use of a thermal imager and a long tbcal length
camera [br the assessment of targets picked up by the radar. The thermal imager had dual
horizontal fields-of-view of 3° and 10°, and the CCD zoom lens horizontal coverage was from
2.5° up to 25°. 'l'he thermal imager and camera were mounted on a conlmon pan/tilt platlbrm and
are boresighted. We measured the angular offset between the radar azimuth readout and the
VISDTA pan and tilt azimuth indication. This allowed us to reliably locate the intruder using the
radar information once the camera elevation was properly set. For an actual installation, the radar
azimuth readings must be well calibrated, and there should be a look-up-table that will correlate
radar range readings to expected elevation settings of the camera pan and tilt mount.

With those problems resolved, target contrast and movement were the next hurdles. At the RVR
early in the morning, the target is front-lit and front-warmed by the sun, and generally gives
outstanaing contrast in a thermal imager, ltowever, if beyond 1500 meters, assessment was
difficult without some noticeable lateral movement. (Frame flashing works well here.) We were
generally satisfied with this assessment technique tbr ranges out to 2000 meters, but finding an
intruder beyond this can be difficult, except under ideal conditions. We found that the MSR
sometimes reported azimuth readings with as much as 4° of error, depending on the scan
direction. This may have been due to a loose potentiometer. This error had to be added to the
4.5 ° beam width, in figuring the azimuth for the assessment cameras.

3.4. 5.2 Fast Truck Assessment

This test was conducted to see if the operator could assess that a fast moving target was a vehicle
and bring a CCD or IR camera to bear on it. In each trial, we started with the assessment cameras
pointed about 90° away from the expected target position. After a few trials, we [bund that it
took approximately 20 seconds to get the radar cursor on a target blip and read the velocity and
the azimuth. Then it took another 55 seconds to find the truck with the cameras.

For these tests, the truck was driving at approximately 24 mph (11 m/s) according to the radar
. display. This speed was confirmed by the truck speedometer. Since the truck first appeared at

2000 meters, it had advanced to I175 meters by assessment time. Another 1.5 minutes remained
tbr security reaction, We conclude that the cameras, if needed for assessment, should be mounted

' on a thst pan and tilt that is slaved to the radar display cursor.
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During this test we observed that there was usually no audible Doppler tone. This is because the
cursor must be set to the same range as the target while the antenna illuminates it before the
Doppler tone can be heard. Also, the Doppler tone cannot be heard if the alarm beeper is "on".

3.4.6 Performance Vs. Antenna Height Above Ground (Series VI)

In general, a ground search radar's performance is expected to deteriorate as the antenna height
above the ground decreases; muitipath effects are more likely at shallow grazing angles and it is
harder to maintain line-of-sight to the intruder, especially his legs. We believe that multipath
played a major role in several areas relatively close to the RVR with good line-of-sight properties
where detection was inconsistent for no apparent reason.

In this test sequence, we operated the MSR with the antenna assembly located at approximately
9 m, 6.5 meters, and 2.5 meters above the ground on the RVR scaftbld test tower. The target in
all three trials was a walking human at a range of 1800 meters. We expected that the frequency of
detection would decrease as the radar antenna was lowered li'om the top of the tower to the two
lower platforms. Instead, we found that the percentage of scans where there was a detection
actually increased from about 54% to around 88% when the radar was lowered from 9 meters to
6.5 meters, then decreased (as expected) to approximately 82% when the antenna was lowered to
the 2.5 meters level (see Figure 14).

Although much more testing would be required to draw firm conclusions, these results suggest
that the target may have been located in an interference zone for the 9 meters elevation, but when
the antenna was lowered, none of the new interference zones coincided with the target, and

sensitivity returned to normal.
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Figure 14. Plot of Percent Detections Vs Antenna Height at the RVR
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3.4.7 Performance Vs. Antenna Beamwidth (Series VII)

Since the standard 4,5°x4.5 ° (45-cm diameter) antenna had yielded detection ranges far in excess
of those we consider practical tbr DOE applications, we perlbrmed a brief test using the 8°x8 °

' beamwidth (30 cm) antenna to verify that performance did not deteriorate to an unacceptable
level at ranges of up to 2 kin.

' For this test, after replacing the standard antenna with the smaller (wider beamwidth) variant, we
repeated the last test that we performed using the 4.5 ° antenna', we placed the ART at the
2.5 meters level and used a walking human as the target at the 1800 meters range we had used
previously. The wider beamwidth resulted in a only a small decrease in detection probability,
from 82% to about 78% of the scans.

This, admittedly limited, test tends to support our belief that the 30 cm antenna provides
satisfactory detection, while allowing tbr less sensitivity to vertical tilt (easing equipment setup)
and providing better coverage of upsloping terrain. The wider beamwidth may also permit a
faster scan rate than the current 8° per second. Two drawbacks to wider beamwidths are that they
cause a larger uncertainty in the azimuth position report of the radar and a shorter detection
range. The advantages and disadvantages of different beamwidths are discussed in more detail in
section 4.8. I.

3.5 Operator Observationa

The following observations were made when using this radar as a stand alone system. If it were
modified to work as a sensor for a central alarm system, many of the following comments would
not apply:

• The system detects walking humans and approaching vehicles at the default settings very
well. We know that it detects wind-blown bushes and trees and it is conceivable that it will

also detect shorter vegetation such as tall grass when moved by the wind.

• It can detect humans and vehicles at ranges too Far for practical assessment with video
cameras and thermal imagers. Very long focal length lenses can be used, but these can be
very expensive. Also, the imprecise radar azimuth data would require the operator to scan a
large angle in order to visually acquire the target. The MSR azimuth angle uncertainty is
several degrees to either side of the displayed angle, while long FL lenses may have only 1°
of azimuth coverage.

• The system is difficult to learn because of the condensed keyboard. There should not be two
different uses for the same key, and the labeling should be less cryptic. A new operator may
have trouble using this radar, especially in a panic situation. Even experienced operators may
tbrget how to access seldom-used functions.

• The Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) is hard to read, and the layout is distorted because of the
use of angle instead of cross-range location for the horizontal axis (see Figure 15). in theo

military, this radar is used to direct gun fire, so azimuth is appropriate. For DOE security, it
would be used to direct a response team to sector Cartesian coordinates. A conversion would

• have to be done either by the operator or by the central alarm map display computer.
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. ActualPath DieplayPath

Figure 15. Distortionof theIntruder', Path

• In dwell mode,youmusthavethecursorinplacebetbrethealarmisheardin orderto _et
alarmsumma_ inlbrmation, Youcannot move it over the ala_ point lateras you g'anin
sweep mode,

. To erase alaml points in dwell mode, turn"track"oil: then backon,

• The radardid notseem to holdits zeroangle reference_sitio, Fromone test to the next,
This was unexpected: Motorolasuspects therewas a loose pt'_tentiometer_r m_unting
bracket,

• When in dwell mode, it was difficult to get the radarto pointto a precise _arin_, l_hiswas
probably noticeable only because we had mounted a "bore.sighted" videL_camera t_ the
antenna, Because of the widthof the antennabeam, this lackof precisio, mipht no!
noticed in the radardata or pertbrmance.This radaruses a p( tentiometerthat is readoni), at
the ends ot"the scans, or while tt_eradar is at restduringthe dwell mode, When the o_rator
calls for a small movement, the microprocessorturns the motoron 5_ra short time itecau_
ol"gear lash, etc,, the amount of movementthat results is notprecise,

• Small, but abruptexternal motion of the radarset caused a lot of t'al_ealamls_This is
probablybecause, t_'omthe radar'spoint of view, the whole wt_rldap_ared t. mov¢_

° Therewereoccasions when we heardan al_ heap, but nodot ap_ared .n the s¢_¢n, ()ther
circumstances would cause an alarm and a dot, but nc_summat3' int_tmatkm was avaiiabl¢
when the cursor was used, Motorolahad not extricated this phenomena, and had no
explanation,

• The Dopplershift audio may be a good assessment tool lbr distinguishing vehicles lYom
humans. Itmay not be as good Ibrdistinguishinghumansthin1animals, Reading the _,el_cil_
given in the summarydata readout seemed to be moreuseful and consislent than using the
Doppler to determine the velocity ot'a target, We tbund that the cursormust alread),_ wh¢_
the target blip will appear in orderto hearthe Doppleraudio when the radaris scanning_

1,, 'l'he RES (Resolution) button providestbr _peratmnin eithera 15or 30 meter mode_While
, the 30 meterresolutionsacrit_cesthe ability to detect individual targets, it increases the range

coverage interval t'rom1_,_20metersto 384(}meters,(load range resolution is n_ostimt_rtal_t
where the radaris used for assessment as well as detection, and less important if the required

' range is close enough (_:2500meters) that assessment cameras can be used, We didn.t test t.
contirm detection ot'a walking targetwhen usingthe 30 meter resolution mode_
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• A resolution of 30 meters in both the dwell and scan modes caused a constant high-pitched
whine in Modes 5-7. A resolution of 15 in both the dwell and scan modes caused static in

i Modes 1-4 and a soft, high-pitched sound in Modes 5-7. These sounds greatly interfered with
. the operators ability to assess the audio Doppler shift, and to respond appropriately to the

alert tone. We do not know if this affects the automatic radar detection.

• Because the display shows down-range distance, but cross range angle, the motion of the
target appears distorted for close targets to a person used to looking at a normal Cartesian
map display. It is mentally tricky to compare motion at 2500 meters with similar motion at
500 meters because of the angular vs. linear display (See Figure 15 above).

° The CDtt and SPU must be turned on in a prescribed sequence, otherwise the results are
unpredictable. This is a potential source of operator error, and should be corrected, possibly
by having only one power switch.

• In some tests, we found excessive false alarms when the I00 meters near range boundary was
selected. Also, these false alarms often had a velocity readout reading of 14.9 m/s, which is
the maximum velocity that the radar will display.

• We experienced intermittent detection in the Coyote canyon tests where the radar tripod was
sitting on a paved road and the 4.5° antenna was pointing directly along the road. We
speculate that multipath effects were creating zones with poor or no detection and that lifting
the antenna position to a rooftop or tower would improve detection.

• The weak scan motor drive, and noise from the potentiometer are two issues already being
addressed by Motorola. The system's light weight and low power consumption should be
welcomed by the military. However, if it is set up on a hill top in windy weather, it must be
tied down securely.

• The testing operators would have preferred to have auto-repeat on the threshold up or down
function button. While this would have aided testing, for actual operation, the operator
should not be adjusting the threshold more than one step at a time, starting with the default
setting.

4 Testing Conclusions

4.1 Useful Range

"lhe utility of the MSR-20 or similar radars may be limited to 2 km or less depending on
conditions, because of the current DOE practice of using assessment cameras.

4.2 Assessment Times

Assessment times were evaluated using the MSR-20 tbr detection and an available set of pan and
tilt cameras lbr assessment. Both the IR and CCD cameras used had a 2°v by 3°h field of view.

The pan and tilt happened to be computer controlled and had a maximum available slew rate of
only 6 ° per second. Although the assessment range is limited to about 1 km for human targets

. using a 3° FOV thermal imager, vehicles can be easily recognized on the camera monitor at 2 to
3 kin. The wider track on the user's radar screen, and the high velocity summary data reading
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may make camera assessment unnecessary. Although Doppler assessment is much more rapid,
we expect that, for most DOE users, camera assessment is more satisfying.

On a good road or dry lake bed, a vehicle that is detected at a 2420 meters range, and moving at
30 mph (13.4 m/s.), will be able to reach the perimeter (220 meters) in 164 seconds. The
MSR-20 scanning at 8° per second over 90% has an average revisit time of 11 seconds. It will

. have 4 opportunities to detect this vehicle and still provide 2 minutes of warning before the
vehicle reaches the perimeter. If the vehicle is traveling at 60 mph, it will be detected at least
twice with only a l-minute warning. These times assume that the vehicle will be assessed only
by the size of the return dot cluster and the display velocity, and not by the video cameras before
sounding the alarm, since too much time will be required to bring the cameras around, l'hese
times seem reasonable, since the display velocity will be quite high and very apparent, even
when in the scan mode. Of course roads that are in the alama area should be blocked, ditched, or

gated to prevent such high speeds.

If the vehicle is traveling across terrain with low vegetation such as sage brush, the speed is
likely to be 15 mph or less; providing ample opportunity to bring the camera pan and tilt around
for a visual assessment. Since the maximum slew rate for our pan and tilt unit was only 6 ° per
second, the average response time for the camera movement alone was about 30 seconds and
could be as much as 60. These times assume that the camera is, on average, 180° away from the
target, assuming 360 ° radar coverage and a paal _nd tilt that cannot continuously turn on its
mount. Assuming that accurate azimuth information from the radar will eliminate the need to pan
the camera in a search mode, the assessment time is mostly due to the slew rate limitation of the
particular pan unit used.

4.3 Designating Access Areas

The MSR-20, as tested, can only accommodate access area designations outside the minimum
and maximum range distances, using the range fence feature. This radar range fence feature
disables the alarm beep tbr targets beyond the range fence setting, while all alarm spots remain
displayed. This range fence can only be set at a single distance value for the full (30° or 90 °)
sweep angle. The inner detection range can only be set at fixed range increments (e.g., 100
meters, 300 meters, 500 meters, 1000 meters, etc.) as configured. This means that the near
coverage cannot easily conform to roads, railroad tracks, ditches, or fences. Also, in some tests
we tbund excessive thlse alarms when 100 meters was selected as the near range. The source of
these false alarms was not determined.

4.4 Nearby Vehicles

We tbund that this radar can be susceptible to the movement of nearby vehicles. However, when
the radar was mounted on a guard tower (12 meters elevation) vehicles moving at a distance of
150 meters from the radar caused no alarms in a coverage sector whose near range was set to 500
meters. For installations where the radar is close to the ground, or the local traffic is farther away,
a radio frequency absorbing or reflective screen could be helpful.

4.5 Near Range Boundary

Vehicles must not be allowed close to the selected near range boundary. This will cause false
alarm beeps but with nothing showing on the operator's screen. The separation distance required
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depends on the size and shape of the vehicle, and possibly on the mounting height of the radar as
well.

4.6 Distant Targets

We found that vehicles moving at ranges greater than the selected range mode interval did not
cause alarms.

4.7 Sector Edges

We found that vehicles moving just outside the left or right edges of a swept sector generated
alarms. The sensitivity of the radar (whether there is an alarm or not on a given target) depends
on the radar cross section (ability to reflect the radar energy), the distance, and the power level at
the involved portion of the beam. Since we detected walking humans at 4700 meters, there is
more than enough power to detect a walking man at shorter ranges. At 1200 meters, the effective
beam width was measured at 6.5° . This tells us that at this range, much less than 1/2 power is
needed to detect either people or vehicles. The effective detection beam width was even greater
for a moving truck at the same range. Therefore, the area along the side of a radial sector subject
to false alarms will be difficult to define. If a fence is placed along a roadway that runs radially
toward the radar, and if the fence is placed far enough from the roadway to prevent false alarms
from a large authorized truck, then an ATV or a person might approach along the secure side of
the fence without being detected by the radar. See Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Radar Pattern Placement Near Access Road.
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4.8 Antenna Beam Geometry

4.8.i Available Beam Widths

, The MSR-20 is normally delivered with a 4.5 ° x 4.5 ° beam width antenna. Most testing was
done with this antenna. An 8" x 8° antenna was also purchased to allow for comparison testing.
The height of the radar beam will determine how far up the side of a hill coverage will extend.

' 4.5° is only adequate for nearly fiat conditions. If the range of interest is only a couple of
kilometers, the effective vertical beam width of a 4.5° antenna may be more like 6°, since much
less beam power is needed at shorter ranges. The 8° antenna may be needed for rising or upward
sloping terrain, and will require less alignment precision during setup. Any area not in the radar's
line-of-sight will not be covered. The 8° antenna would require more power if8 km detection of
humans was required. However at the 2420 meters detection range there should be no extra
power needed and may increase the probability of detection due to more pulse repetitions on
target. Testing of the 8° antenna showed good detection at 2000 meters, but did not significantly
decrease the number of missed scans in 50 trials. The 8° antenna beam width would allow

doubling of the scan rate, which would be an advantage if 180" coverage is contemplated. The
new production run of MSRs is claimed to have 180° capability.

4.8.2 Pointing Assessment Cameras

The major significance of the horizontal beam width is its impact on the assessment camera
pointing accuracy. During normal operations, the sweeping beam will paint a wider or narrower
set of alert dots on the screen depending upon the beam width, the range, and the reflectivity of
the target. There may be an offset of this set of dots to the left or the right, depending upon the
sweep direction, but this effect (due to processing time), as been mostly accounted for in the
display. However, we occasionally noticed as much as _3 ° of uncompensated "slop" that also
caused left or right offsets of the displayed hits, depending upon the scan direction.

To get the most accurate angular readout in the summary information, the operator must place
the cursor box over the center of the hit dot pattern. We have tbund that the assessment cameras,
even with only a 2° field of view, can be accurately placed on the target in 2 to 3 scans. Ofcourse
if the target is moving with a significant tangential motions, he may be missed. However, such
fast targets usually have a very clear Doppler shift, that generates an easily assessed tone and
gives a high velocity readout. This may mean that visual camera assessment is not always
required.

Even so, if one wanted to improve radar azimuth pointing in order to have better _imuth data tbr
long-[heal-length cameras, and to direct the response patrol, halving the radar beam width should
be considered. For a 2 ° camera FOV, the antenna beam may have to be halt"its present value.
This means that either the amount of processing done must be reduced, a thster CPtl
implemented, or the scan rate must be reduced. The scan rate could be halved if the application
does not involve intruder vehicle speeds over 30 mph. Of course a narrow beam width antenna
will be physically larger (36" for ,z_ x 2°) and thus will be more subject to winds. For a
permanent installation, we recommend a sturdier and heavier scan drive unit that can handle

. wind loads without slipping or backlash.
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4.8.3 Range Considerations

We did mostof our testing using the 1920meterrangeinterval,i,e., 15 m resolution,where the
system is probablythe most useful for DOE applications. The MSR can be used to covera 3840

' meter range interval to increase the warning time, but it may be hard to plan for such large areas
to be devoid of legitimate traffic.

' 4.9 Antenna Azimuth Positioning

We observed that the "home" or reference position sometimes shifted. Motorola said that the zero
position should never be lost', something must be broken or loose,

4.10 Tree-line Deteotion

This radar is not suitable for detecting movementinside the tree lineat the edge of a woods or tbrest,
Tests at Coyote Canyon indicated that motion of a subject behind even a sparse, dead cactus would not
be detected,

4.1 1 Additional GeneralNotes and Recommendations

• It is best to avoid having any movingtargetsbetweenthe radarand the coveredarea.

• The terraincoveredshould be flat or slightly bowl shaped, with the landrisingon the faredge.

° The radarshould be mounted on high groundor on a tower for best results.

5. Expected Battlefield Performance

This section discusses the use of this radarfor its intended militarypurpose and will help explain
some of its characteristics.In Section 6, we discuss how it may perform in the more demanding
and sophisticated DOE application.

This radarwas designedby Motorola to meet military requirementsfor low power consumption,
ruggedness,and low manufacturing cost. In doing so, it sacrificesa high visibility display, ease
of use, and versatility.While it only scans a maximum of 90°, this is usually enough tbr the
military who normallyexpect attack fromonly certain directions.

Personnel consulted at Sandia had littleexperience with such radarsin military applications.
tlowever, the following information was found:

° Such radarsare often used at the front lines to detect movement of the enemy fromone
tactical location to another, as well as to detect movement toward the friendly positions.

• The radars are often set up to cover a field of fire forguns.

• Radars of this type usually have a maximum of 90° coverage and are used with other radars
to provide overlapping coverage along the battle line. Obviously a ground search radar that
has 360° coverage has almost no application in a military situation.

• Paper maps are traditionally used with the field of fire horizontal angle and range (as well as
non-line-of-sight) areas penciled in. In this manner, the radar summary intbrmation, such as

' range and _imuth, can be used to direct fire from the co-located guns, and by artillery in
other positions.
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• Military personnel will have radar working on a wide angle coverage at a low sweep rate
when enemy activity is low, When targets are detected, the angular coverage is narrowed and
the sweep rate increased to get as much data as possible, including the Doppler audio and

. velocity signals. There is little concern about diversionary tactics being used to cause a
focused response in the wrong direction,

. • The motivation of military defenders is great, since their lives are threatened. When on the
defense, there are a larger number of personnel available to take turns at operating the radar
and listening to Doppler shift audio signatures.

,, The longer reach of the military guns makes detection of personnel at 6-8 kin, and military
vehicles at longer ranges entirely practical, Since friendly forces are not supposed to be in
that area, assessment does not have to be as accurate. In other words, they can shoot anything
that moves.

Since the MSR-20 has a display that provides all of the required intbrmation, there is no need for
a computer interface tbr most situations, The co-located gun is the security response, and the
radar provides enough assessment to distinguish military vehicles and squads of men from single
animals, If a walking enemy is indicated, then the area can be swept with a machine gun,

If the radar return indicates a vehicle, a mortar or shoulder mounted rocket may be appropriate.
Only recently has the possibility for casualties due to friendly fire become a major concern.

6 Application to DOE Site Security

6.1 General Observations

The MSR-20 pulse Doppler radar will detect humans and vehicles moving toward the transmitter at
almost any range of interest to DOE site security managers, Motorola states that it will detect personnel
up to 8 km away, and Sandia has confirmed detection at 4700 meters (greater distances were not
attempted).

This type of radar is an excellent choice for detecting human intruders over a wide range when
used by a full-time operator. It has many advantages over infrared motion detection systems and
video motion detection systems. It is much less affected by rain or snow, and is not affected at all
by solar heating and lighting effects. The return signature for radar is almost completely
determined by the motion of the intruder's body, and not by his clothing, camouflage, etc.
Daytime detection by iR depends to a great extent on the ambient temperature and the sun angle.
Any imaging system that uses motion detection against the background for intrusion detection
must be arranged so that the intruder must cross the field ot'view. Also, Doppler radar provides
good range resolution, a measurement not available from passive detection systems.
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Thereare nine potentialdrawbacksto using this radarat DOE sites:

!, Since it is an active system, the intrudermay be able to use a .v_ detectorto
anticipate when the radarwill be "seeing" him. Accordingto Motorola tests, commercial

' X-braidpolice radardetectorswill not respond to this radar.

2. Theremay be close-in interference,

3. Azimuth resolution may not be adequate for pointing assessment cameras.

4. Ithas a relatively long revisit time (not a problemat longerranges).

5. It is unable to detect stationarytargets.

6. Alarms cannot be disabled in irregularlyshaped areas,

7, It is susceptible to nuisance alarms fromanimals and blowing bushes,

8. Itonly scans 90° maximum, (180° units may be offeredin the future),

9. Ithas no elevation tilting adjustment,

Table 3. Comparison of DOE and DoD Needs

Detection range for 5()0-2000meters 500 metersto 5 km 500 metersto 5 km
single human

Assessment method video or thermal hand-held thermai_ radarDopplerand _-_-_
' aim ge on monitor imagers, night vision binocularsand/ornight

goggles vision goggles
.......................... I .... , ........ _,1,,,, .........................................

Assessment Range 500'2000 meters good assessment solid assessment not
usually needed always needed

ContrOlof Detection good at NTs ................ l)emiiitarizedZone ....No man's land
Zone poorat Savh. Riv.

Response: ...............ap'prehendOrvisually send rovingpatrol to engage ' -
identify investigate

: _ ...... : ....... ,, ............. ..........

6.2 Assessment of Alarms

A fundamental requirementof DOE site security is to assess the intruderas well as to detect.
This prevents unnecessary security responses to nuisance alarms and helps assure that the
securityresponse is appropriateto the natureof the intrusion,

Inaddition to target location, the MSR-20 pulse Dopplerradarpresents other intbrmation to aid
assessment. It contains sophisticated signal processing that providesa high degreeof range

' resolution as well as a measureof targetvelocity towardor away fromthe transmitter,Italso has
an aural output of the Doppler modulation that a trainedoperatormay be able to use to
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distinguish a walking human from an animal or a small vehicle. There may be a way to modify
this radar to provide a measure of received power for each target, which would also help
distinguish a vehicle from a human, and, possibly, an armed ir,,ruderfrom one that is unarmed.

' 6.2.1 Video Assessment

At DOE sites, security personnel areaccustomed to assessingthe intruderusing video: either
' CCD cameraswith long focal length lenses, or thermal imagers. The usable assessment range for

these devices is very dependenton the motivation of the operatorand the dynamics of the
situation.

The classic Johnson criteriastates that there must be 4 • 0.8 lps (line-pairs)of resolution (8
pixels) across the minimum targetdimension in orderto recognize a militarytarget, e,g. a human
vs, a bush or fence post. This requiresan appropriateHFOVand a horizontalresolution of 500
pixels or 250 line pairs (lps), COHU, an experiencedname in security cameras, has recently
announced a monochromeCCD camerahaving a 1134Hby 486V pixel format with an average
horizontal resolution of 850 TV lines. Fora 16.9mm focal plane image width and a 160 mm
lens, the FOVwould be 106 milliradians(mr). This is a little less than 2°. The resolution is then
.124 mr. perIp.For the requiredresolutionof 4 lps and a targetwidthof.5 meters,we calculate a
usable assessmentrange of 1000 meters,This would be adequate fora securityoperatorto
distinguish visible but static targets in daylight. If the targetwere moving acrossthe image, the
recognition rangemay double,

6.2.2 Thermal Image Assessment at Night

At night and at ambient conditions of 70°F or less, the Johnson criteriafor assessment may fall
under the category of orientation (vertical vs. horizontalposition of a man or other oblong

} 'cbject), where 1.4 lps or 3 pixels in ,5 metersare all that would be needed to distinguish a human
vs. an animal. This is due to the additional information available fromthe thermal contrast with
the background.With a horizontal resolution cell size of, 108mr, 3 pixels would be ,324 mr.A
,5 meter wide target would fill this angle at a rangeof 1500meters.On such nights, the target
would be warmerthan either the vegetation or the ground, and motion clues are not as necessary.
A human target which has significant motion should be recognizableout to 2 km or fartherwhen
using a thermal imager.

6.2.3 Far Field Assessment of IR Images

In far tield assessment, the targetoccupies only 1or 2 video lines and subtends 4 pixels or less.
All of the pixels may appear to have the same intensity. This intensity may be the same as the
backgroundin general or the same as some other objects in the background.If the target has
contrast, but no lateral movement, there is no way to distinguish it fromsimilarsized objects in
tlaebackground.Undersome conditions (at night or under cold, calm, cloudy conditions) thermal
contrast will be high and may allow detectionto more than 3 kin. But underadverseconditions,
there may be no thermal or visual contrast at all.
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Table 4. Expected Range (Meters) for Assessment

Notes' 1. high contrastagainst the background
2. normal civilian clothing
3. no light
4. normal site and perimeter illumination
5. starlight,or some cloud reflectedlight fromfacility
6. intruderis same temperatureas background

These are rough estimates of the assessment rangefor the threeprinciple assessment
' Stechnologle,. All situations are for a target that has some lateralmovement.

6.2.4 Image ProeessAngEnhancements

The human eye/brain teamis more sensitive to rapidobject movementthan to slow motion.
Shooting stars are seen even in those areas of our peripheraleyesight that have poor resolution.
In Sandia's evolving safeguardstechnology, we have found that using frame storemethods (2 or
3 images taken 2 or 3 seconds apart,and then playedback repeatedly),will allow a human to
quickly locate moving objects. This technique artificially acceleratesthe normally veryslow
motion that occurs when a distant human targetis moving mostly toward the assessment
cameras,and bringsthe speed up into the sensitivedetection range of the human brain.

6.2.5 Radar Assessment

Assessment by radaralone is possible, but it has significant drawbacksas well as advantages.
When using radarassessment, the operatormust turnoff the sweep and put the radaron dwell at
the indicated _imuth. Vehicular targets generatea veryaudible tone, Walking humans can walk

S 'as slow as .6 meters persecond and still be detected. The audio frequencycot're,pondmg to this
speed is less than 50 cycles persecond--difficult for some people to hear. Ithas been suggested
that properlytrainedand motivatedoperatorscan distinguish the human gate fromthat of
animals. If this is the case, and if occasional interruptionof the radarsweep can be tolerated, then
assessment farbeyond 1.5 km may be possible, If such long range (up to 6 kin) detection is of
interest, then more testing would be appropriate.

6.2.6 Other Considerations

' Detecting at a rangeof 2000 meters means covering a sizable area of land ( 12square kilometers
_r about 3,000 acres), where the numberof animals and wind blown brushmay cause a

, ' '" lal c alarms,slgmttcant number of " s"
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Furthermore, as defined in the introduction, detection at I to 2 km will satisfy both the early
warning and the stand-off weapon terrorist requirements. As a result, testing and radar evaluation
has been limited to a 2 km range, and assessment was limited to velocity data and video imagery.

Pulse Doppler personnel radars are only suitable for cleared terrain, with grass or brush less than
2 feet in height. This is due both to the excessive thlse alarm ratecaused by vegetation movement

. and the attenuation of the radar caused by such vegetation. The need to see the target tbr
assessment also precludes much ground cover. The radar'(as well as the assessment cameras)
only provide line-ot-sight coverage, so terrain that has extensive ditching, arroyos, or streams
may not be suitable.

6.3. Patrol Response

In the paragraphs below, we examine the interaction between the radar system and the patrol sent
to apprehend the intruder.

Assume that the target coordinates are given to a roving patrol to investigate. The radar operator
can see both the intruder and the patrol until the patrol gets close enough to be heard by the
intruder, who then goes tbr cover. A thermal imager can, especially at night, keep a winch on the
intruder, even when stopped. The radar, however, will no longer detect him. Unless moved, the
cursor will identify his last known location.

if patrol assessment is practical, then the usetialradar detection range might be greatly increased
{perhaps up to 5 kin). As shown in Figure 17,ifthe beam width is 4.5" and the range is 5 kin, the
patrol may have an area of 30 meters deep by 400 meters wide (from the radar perspective) to
search. While the patrol is in the area searching, the intruder may be able to move undetected as a
separate target by the radar. The patrol may want to carry and use their own thermal imager to
help in this kind of search.

o. C:22
still 30 mMerI deep _ only
40 meterswide at e range of
800 molom

Figure 17.Search Areax Needed at Different Radar Range._
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6.4 Guide,nee for SelectingSltee Suitable for Radar Use

The following is ananalysis of the characteristicsof the areasurroundinga security site or of a
"beyond-the-fence"sectorof that site. These characteristicswill determinethe suitability of the

' MSR-20 radarforuse at this site or sector.

6.4.1 Ideal Site Conditions

Ideally, the land would be flat, barren, and hard.There would be no vegetation at all and yet
therewould be no sand or dust to blowup fromthe groundto obscure intruders and prevent
assessment. There would be little or no precipitationat any time of year.There would be no
roadsand no trafficof any type except forperiodic tests to confirm the properoperation of the
radarand securitycenter. Therewould be no animals in thisarea because thereis nothing to ti:ed
on. The area would only extend out to 1.5 km assuming that assessment using video or thermal
IR cameras is expected. Hard,dry lakebeds, such as at NTS, are a typical example.

6.4.2 Usable Site Conditions

Usable conditions would allow low grass (6.12 inches), alive or dormant, or most any ground
cover low enough not to provide temporary hiding spots during intrusion, There should be very
tow large rocks, trees, or ditches, since the radar must pick up target movement between these
obstacles, If there are too many such obstacles, assessment may not be reliable, and the alarms
may be discounted as being caused by animals, There may be gophers, rabbits and coyotes, The
thresholds could be adjusted to try.to discriminate against the animals in fare',,of intruders but
this is not usually recommended since this could result in unacceptably low detection sensitivity,

The number of coyotes or other large predators or dogs may have to be controlled,
Discrimination between humans and animals based on the radar return (or threshold) may not be

• preliable, espectall:_over a range variation such as 500 to 2500 meters,

6.4.3 Marginal Site Conditions

Conditions may be considered marginalwhen the false alarm rate(due to blowing vegetation or
animals) becomes high enough that some operators will start to discount all alarms as false
alarms, or where the detection probability is lowered significantly due to the presence of trees,
rock, buildings, berms, ditches orother terrain features,

6.4.4 Unsuitable Site Conditions

If there is a public road near the site. any area beyondthe road is not a candidate forearly
warning. It would be easier tbra vehicle to have a "fiat tire" or "run out of gas"or be abandoned
on the public roadby the intruderthan tbrhim to cross the field beyond. If the roadis not a
public road, but in constant use by on-site personnel,side lobe returnsmay cause false alarms.
Mounting the radarhigh enough may prevent such alarms if the roadway is only a t'ewtens ot"
meters away. Theremay also be a way of shielding these signals with a radar"screen".

7) 'If the sum undmg area is coveredwith treesor brush,neither the radarnorthe assessment
cameraswould be useful. If the area is open, but lull of cows, Ceer,or otheranimals, an alert

. human operator (guard) will be needed constantly. Detection plays no role in this situation, only
constant assessment, and automatic assessment has not progressedfar enough to take on this
task. The radarwill be of no use in this situation.
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If the area topography contains hidden approach paths, the radaralone will not be enough. In this
case, point and line sensors, or local hi-static motion detection systems, may have to be installed.
The big disadvantage of these systems is that they arc both active and unprotected, easily located

, and destroyed. Such systems work best for short term protection in a temporary location,

6.5 Weather Effects

Besides the wind effects already noted, precipitation may have some effect--another reason why
this radarwould be more effective in the drier western areas. We did not test this radarin rain,

snow, or fog. Theory indicates that any radarat this frequency will be little affected by moderate
rain or snow, especially at these short ranges, and not at all by ibg or low clouds. Wind driven
rain may cause enough Doppler shift to cause alarms but this was not tested.

Motorola states that "Operation in inclement weather including rain is expected to be a routine
implementation of the MSR. The equipment is designed to operate under conditions of not
greater than 4 millimeters of rain per hour without system degradation. In a non-operating
cont]guration, the radar will withstand up to 10 mm of rain per hour.''2

6.6 Radar Modtfioatlons for DOE Applloationa

6.6.1 Proposed Operation with Unmodified Radar

It would be difficult to use this radar to provide early warning at most DOE sites. It would be
most effective tbr sites that have and use guard towers. These towers are located along the sides
or at the comers of the double fence PIDAS (Perimeter Intrusion, Detection, and Assessment
System). The radar could be installed on these towers to provide early warning to the security
operator. The dish could be mounted on the roof or the railing of the tower cab. Three such
radars and displays could be used for every tower that is mounted at a perimeter comer, and two
['oreach tower mounted in the center of a perimeter side. The LCD radar control panel could be
mounted on or in the guard console, and he could manually transferthe information summary
data (azimuth and range) to his copy of the site map in order to provide intercept coordinates to

'Vthe response force. As an altematl e, he could radio in the radarID number along with the
_imuth and range numbers to the Central Security Command room. The CSC would translate
the information and dispatch the response.

Binoculars are usually included as standard guard tower equipment, If they were to be used to
assess alarms generated by a radar, some means of pointing them would be needed. The best way
would be to have an LED azimuth display built into the optics. If such a modified pair of
binoculars, high-powered telescope, or night vision 'scope were mounted on a stanchion and
pivot, then a shaft encoder could be used to generate the data tbr this display. Additional radar
data processing would help in accurate aiming especially for long range assessment.

By locating these radars on guard towers, the situation more nearly duplicates the military
environment that these radarswere designed for. The setting is labor intensive, and somewhat
vulnerable, but very tlexible. The radars would require no modification. Their elevation and
location close to the perimeter precludes interference t_om patrol vehicles or other activity inside

2 d Detailed Description of the Modular Surveillance Radar MSR-20
Motorola, Inc,, Tactical Electronics Division, 1991
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the site perimeter, The elevation of the radar antenna on the roof of the tower cab minimizes the
non line-of-sight (LOS) areas, and would be expected to greatly reduces multipath radar effects
(areas of no detection, multiple targets, etc.)

' The disadvantage of this type of installation is that the number of guards, towers, and radars is
large, usually a minimum of 4 towers and 12 radars for a square site that would be approximately
2 km on a side. Note that if the radar had 140° coverage, only 8 radars would be needed,
Motorola is now working on a model that has 180" coverage.

Another advantage of guard tower installation is that the radar range is a lair match for the
assessment range of regular and night vision binoculars. These direct view devices are cheaper,
more reliable, and have much better resolution and usetial range than their video counterparts.
ltowever, thermal imagers will still have to be used at many locations tbr night assessment,
where lighting t'rom nearby cities or tile thcilities is insufl]cient,

Providing early warning detection despite access roads is a problem not encountered in most
military applications. The three approaches considered here are:

i. arranging or rearranging the access road, towers, and radars so that the roadway, shoulders,
and right of way are not illuminated by the radar beam

2. ignoring the alarms from the legitimate traffic, or

3. setting up an access control point some distance (2 kin) from the normal site perimeter.

All of these potential solutions have serious drawbacks.

In the first solution, arranging the coverage angle for the radar is a function not only of the radar
scan and beam width, but the range, size, and reflectivity of the target. At the ranges of interest
{<2 km) vehicles on the approach road will be detected as if the beam were 50 to 100% wider
than normal. If the radar scan coverage is stopped far enough away from the access road to
prevent false alamas from tramc, intruders may be able to approach the perimeter areas near the
gate. At night they will be detected neither by the radar nor by site personnel traveling the access
road. Gate personnel may see them only if they are constantly reminded to watch.

In the second solution (ignoring alarms), if the towers and radars are set up to cover the access
road, then security personnel will just have to tolerate and ignore the alarms that occur in that
area. A corridor could be marked on an overlay on the control panel I.CI) alarm map display.
The big drawback with this method is that the guard must three himself to examine the display
tbr each alarm beep that he hears, and then somehow identify the authorized traffic through some
kind of coded messages, so that unauthorized intrusions can be identified. This method is
probably impractical.

The third solution does not offer much over the second, except that the legitimate traftic has
already been identified. The authorized traffic could be grouped in convoys. This would be a
major inconvenience for everyone.

6.6.2 Proposed Operation with Modified Radar.

' The radar could be modified so that the azimuth and range (memory location) of the cursor box
would be passed (RS-232) to a computer that had an elevation look-up table, an _imuth offset
computation, and a controller for the assessment camera pan and tilt. The operator would still
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have to m_ually adjustthecursor, in orderforthe system to know which alan to assess, the
centralcomputer could handle 5 or 6 radarsfeeding inibnnation intoa single pan and tilt, or it
could feed 5 or 6 pan _d tilt mounts co-locatedwith the radars_The ('lJl Ywould switch t_

, appropriatecameras to the monitorsand framestorage/replay units, and feed alum1tnfi_miattoa
to the site security situation display map, This method is also toc_la_,r intensive a.d is not
recommended,

e

6.6.3 Fully integrated Radar System

In this approach, the hardwarewould be arrayedas above, buttherewould _ no individual radar
operators,Instead, a centralizedcomputer with a targetoh|staring and trackingalgorithm_,*t,utd
be used to process the alertsfromall of the radars. This would reduce lktls¢alarms,atflontatii..ali3

' t S"place likely targetson the centralsecuri y, creen, and divot the assessment pan and tilt cameras
This security screen would also display a map of'the site and surroundingawe tt_help dir¢_t the
response team, This would be ourrecommendationir the otheras_'ts of the site (such as terrain
and access) qualify tbr the use of this radar,Anautomateddeice,ion s>,stemwill not _ as
¢t't_ctiv¢as an alert, trainedradaroperator,butwill b¢ much _ttcr than one ,,,,heis inattenti_,¢or
bored,In this method, the computer wouldgatherthe velocity infb_ation fronteach hit and use

* ' 'J h _tit in the trackmgand¢luster|ngalgorit m. See I,=gur¢IN,

Besides the elimination ot'man,ml radaroperation, there aretsvootheradvantaces to ¢¢ntrali/¢d
alarm processing,

I. Alarm coordinates can beautomatically converted/rom the radarazimuth and rangedata to
. normal rectangular map coordinatesor sector numbers,and

2, Alarmsalong legitimate approach routesoraccess roadscan he masked out _Ibr¢ alerllng the
. operator and showing alarms on the centralsite situation security map display_
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This adaptation involves modifying the software for the radar to provide all of the alarm data
stored for each sweep to an external computer through an RS-232 or parallel interface link. When
used in this manner, the assessment function now provided on the radar LCD screen by moving

. the box cursor with the arrow keys would be replaced by a cursor on the site map graphics
moved by a mouse.

. More sophisticated software functions can be added as well. One possibility is to use tracking
algorithms to further reduce the false alarms and the amount of data the operator must deal with.
Targets that had about the same radar return, velocity, and position over several scans would
generate a much higher priority alarm than other data combinations. However, tracking
algorithms must be used cautiously. Some "good" tracking software may actually reduce
performance if the intruder does not follow the type of movements anticipated in the algorithm.
l,ost tracks may also be a problem because of the low update rate.

The problem of providing proper coverage near access roads remains. Vehicles will generate
alarms along a path that is much wider than the radar beam width. If all of these alarms are
masked out, then the system may not be sensitive to walking intruders that are near but not on the
road.

On the other hand, if additional alarm processing can be used, then the centroid of the alarm
grouping can be taken as the actual intruder position. This position may be further refined to

• determine if the target is most probably located on an access road.

This refinement of the target azimuth will also greatly help in the accurate and automatic aiming
of the long focal length cameras that must be used for early warning assessment. These cameras
should have a field of view that is as narrow as 1°. Even then, because the intruder may be

coming toward the camera, rather than across the camera field as in a PIDAS, visual detection
may bc ver3' difficult. Some form of sequential image store and rapid playback may be needed to
notice and assess distant intruders on the monitor.

6.7 Site Coverage

l:]yincreasing the scan angle of this radar from 90° to 180° or 270 °, only one radar would be
needed at each guard tower. Also, two such radars, each with 180° scan could be placed at the
center of a small site (<2 km on a side) and yet give good early warning coverage. The problem
with such an installation is that false alarms might be generated by traffic inside the perimeter
fence. Such cars and trucks will cause moving radar reflections that generate "legitimate" alarms

appearing to come from outside the perimeter.

To cover normal approach paths, overlapping 90" coverage may be satisfactory. If you try to
cover 180° with little overlap, some targets may be walking tangentially to tile radar, and not
have enough radial velocity to be detected. See Figure IgB.

1'_ cover a site that is only I or 2 km across, 360° coverage from a single radar, as shown in
Figure l OA, might be the least expensive solution, but has tbur times the revisit time (45 seconds
average.) This time could be almost halved by using the smaller antenna with the 8° beam width.

• A big disadvantage of placing the radar in the center of the area may be false alarms caused by
the on-site vehicular traffic, A very tall tower would hc' ,'his is illustrated in Figure 20.
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Figure 19. Radar Location and Coverage for Typical Sites

Radar Tower Truck Site Fence Detection zone

Figure 20. Single Radar On Tall Tower (Drawing not to scale)

If one attempts to place the radar and assessment cameras on a central tower at a small area (less
than 2 km on a side), there may be a problem with on-site vehicle traffic near the perimeter. Such
traffic will reflect radar returns from stationary targets that will appear to be coming from outside
the perimeter. It may be possible to solve this problem by placing a low screen around the radar
antenna as shown in Figure 21 to reduce this problem. For example, if the radar were placed in
the center of the roof of a large building, then a metal lath or hardware cloth shield could
possibly be erected around the edge of the roof to prevent close-in Doppler returns. A similar
solution has been observed in screening satellite dishes, but we have no experience in applying
this solution to radar antennas.
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If the assessment IR cameras and video cameras are located near the radar, then assessment will
be more difficult than if these cameras were located at the perimeter. This difficulty stems from
the increased target range. At night the possibility exists of on-site and perimeter lighting

• "blinding" the low light level cameras (if used).

Radaron RadarScreen Truckand OetectlonZone
central onbuilding perimeter
building fence

Fig. 21. Radar Screen to Reduce False Alarms from Perimeter Traffic

Early warning at DOE sites, on the other hand, may require detection over almost 360°, except
for access road(s). The detection will be from the fenced area outward, and there may be
significant vehicular and pedestrian traffic inside this fence. The radar must either be set up to
exclude the access roads (usually not possible or practical), or the alarms generated by the radar
covering these roads must be gated out using software and computer overlay maps.

If the site is small, so that the radar and assessment camera suite can be centrally located, then up

to i km of range may be lost before getting to the surrounding detection zone. Because of this
problem, and the problem of extraneous radar returns and reflections from on-site traffic, a
centrally located sensor tower is probably not a good idea. The radars and assessment cameras
should be located at the perimeter, and probably at the comers of the perimeter for the best
coverage. See Figure 19C and 19D above for two possible configurations.

To cover a square site that measures 3 km on a side (for example), at least five perimeter-located
radars should be used as shown in Figure 19C. One radar would have a 90 ° coverage, one 180°,
and the other three radars would need 270 ° coverage. These individual radars can be better

adjusted to compensate for uneven terrain. The main advantage here is that each radar is located
beyond the on-site perimeter traffic.

7 Application to Specific (Typical) DOE Sites

7.1 NTS Vertical Hole Tests

These tests are conducted in low-lying fiat areas, with either a dry lake bed or dead grass and
sagebrush covered desert flats. Neither the required detection range for intruder safety, nor the
response time of intercept patrols are known, it is not known whether a 1500 meter assessment

' range is adequate. Vehicle velocities on the dry lake bed are probably too high to allow for patrol
intercept. For bare, grassy or sagebrush covered flats, helicopter intercept could be fast enough.

e
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7.2 NTS Tunnel Shots

For Black Mesa tests, we believe that the terrainis too wooded and undulating to provide
coveragewith radaralone. The ditches, arroyosand ravineswould have to be monitoredby

' placing unattended,if-coupled, giound sensorsat strategic locations.

7.3 Pantex

This site is typical of a location where there is at least one public access roadclose to the site
boundary.Pantex has a storagearea and a working area that are surroundedby high security,
perimeterintrusion detection and assessment system (PIDAS) double fences. The PIDASsectors
are also covered by guard towers. These could be used to mount radarsin orderto extend early
warning. The big problemhere is that much of the site surroundingthese high securityareas has
a lot of legitimate traffic.There are isolatedareas that could be coveredby modified radars,but
there is little incentive for an intruderto use these areas in his approach. A terroristcould easily
be disguised as a contractoremployee, appearing to do maintenance, etc.

While the radarscould be set up to look outside the site boundary only, there are a numberof
roads that areunrestrictedto the public. If the radarsare deployed beyond these roads, then they
would have no protectionagainst vandalism, and could be bypassed by an intruderusing the
close in roads.

The use of radar to provide early warningat Pantex does not seem feasible.

7.4 Hanford

The Hanford Reservationhas a large numberof individually secured technical sites. Although
the public has access to this land, it is government propertyand bufferzones can be more easily
establishedaround man)' of these sites. The land is often fairlyflat and usually coveredwith low
sage brush. This sage brushstands2-3 ft high, and wouldnot blockradar detection of a walking
human at rangesunder2 km. However,if the intruder suspected that a radarwas being used, he
could move intermittently and hide behindthese low bushes. Furthermore,the Hanford
reservation has gullies or arroyosthat may providehidden approach paths.

Deer and otheranimals rangethis land however,and there is also a significant rodent, rabbit,and
coyote population. Dr.V.W. Howardof NMSU states that it is normal to have .5 to 1 coyote per
squaremile in similar unpopulated areas near Albuquerque.The rabbitpopulation can be much
higher, being 20-30 animals in a 200 meter wide swatha mile long. Thus it seems probablethat
there could be a high nuisance alarm ratedue to the animal population alone.

The MRS-20 radarmay find application in this area for early warningand to detect terrorists
with stand-off weapons. However,4 or 5 radarswould have to be deployed at each site to
provide coverageon all sides plus the area near the normal access. Fences with motion detection
switches (MDSS) may have to be installed on either side of the access road(s). If the access road
does not lead straight towardthe radarsthat cover that area, either the road must be moved, the
radarsrelocated,or the radarsmodified. If there areother roadswithin 2 km of the site, they
would have to be rerouted,or blockedoff, or else the securityplan (response time) would have to

, allow for less early warning.
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7.5 Idaho INEL

This site is reportedto have terrainandvegetationnearlyidenticalto thatat Hanford.It is known
to have a significant deerpopulation,which may causean intolerablefalse alarmrate,Therefore,

' the advantagesand problemsof the applicationof this radarto Hanfordshouldapply hereas
well.

' 7.e Rooky Flats

From a cursoryexamination of topographicmaps of this site, this site may be too rough forgood
radarcoverage.

7.7 Easternand Southern DOE Sites

These sites (such as Savannah River and Oak Ridge) areoften coveredwithwoods except fora
small area around the reactor,processing,or storagesites. Thereareaccess and maintenance
roads running everywhere,Huntersand fishermen areallowed on the reservation,and public
highways pass through the reservation.The edge of the woods may be far enough to providea
s' 'fi •ign_ leant early warmng, but it is doubtfulthat an unauthorizedintruderwould approach from
that direction,He is more likely to enterthe road system elsewhere,and then driverightup to the
site fence. The use of radarat these sites is not recommendedunless larger cle_ngs can be cut
and maintained.

8 Ability to Deteot Terrorists with Stand-off Weapons

The MSR-20, or any otherDopplerradar,will detectan intruderonly as long as he is moving and
not hidden behind brush, etc. in those areaswhere the intrudermust advance towardthe facility
within line-of-sight, he will certainly be detected If he can approach up the backside of a hill,
through tall crops, or throughthe woods, detection is unlikely. He wouldnot be expected to
move rapidlyor far enough whenpartiallyexposed at the treeline or the top of the hill to allow
reasonable detection.

9 Assessment Issue Summary

Accurateassessment is a cornerstoneof DOE security. We cannot shoot firstand ask questions
later. Accurate assessment also allows foran appropriateresponse and helps prevent government
embarrassment,or the injury or death of accidental intruders,

s Using the MSR alone, detection of single intruders is possible out to and beyond4700
meters; but assessment at this distancewill take considerableexperience and training of the
radaroperator. The radarmay not be able to tell how many attackersare in the grovp, or if
they are armed.The operatormay be able to distinguish walking men fromvehicles.

s If video imaging is used (CCD, LLTV,or thermalIR), much betterassessment is possible,
but only at much shorterranges (at most 2 kin, in ouropinion). To be able to assess at longer
ranges, very long focal length optics areneeded along with a sturdy,accurateand smooth pan
and tilt mechanism. To reduce the searchtime for the narrow(1°) FOV required,the target
azimuth must be known with moreaccuracy than is currentlyavailable with the MSR-20
radar.
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10 Concluslons

The Motorola MSR-20 is a sensitive intrusiondetectionradar,Itcontainssophisticated Doppler
returnprocessing anda reasonablysimple operatorcontrolpanel.We were impressedby the

' reliabledetectionof walking intrudersat all the rangestested,and by the verylow FAR that
could be attributedto the radaritself.

' Although we foundthatit would detecteven single personnelat significantrangesQsadvertised,
it is sensitive to false alarmsin areashavingblowingvegetation.We would logically expect
animalpopulationsto also cause nuisancealarmproblems.Itis designed foroperationby
dedicatedand trainedpersonnel,andmust be modifiedbeforeit could be integratedinto any
existing or proposedsite securitysystem.

This radarwould seem to have its bestapplicationto isolatedsites in the westernUS wherethere
is little groundcover.Since it can cover thousandsof acres,theremay be a high nuisancealarm
ratefrom animals. Also, the false alarms fromblowing vegetationmay forcethe operatorto raise
the detectionthresholdto the point where intrusiondetectionis no longer possible.

All DO[:.sites have access routes that must somehow be accommodatedby the radar.This is
usually not the case tbr militaryapplications, whereenemy approach (and radarcoverage} is only
fromone direction.

Computer processingof the alarmdata may be used to reducethe security operator workload.If
largetargetscause many returns,these shouldbe clustered into a single alarm.Memory-mapped
exclusions zones should be used to prevent nuisance alarmsfromareas having authorizedtraffic.

Italso became evident that therewill be few civilian applications thatcan takeadvantage of an
8 km detection range.

Because of these factors, successful implementation of the MSR.20 requires that the site be
carefully selected, and terrain and/or ground cover modification of the site may have to be
considered. To apply the MSR-20 successfully, full individual site analysis, with complete
system planning and engineering may be required.
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